
PREFACE 
TO THE THIRD EDITION

uring the 1960s and 1970s there were a number of pub-
lications relating to the taking of captives and slavery in

the Southwest. Most were by historians or were researched
and written according to the standards of history as a disci-
pline. Some had an interdisciplinary aspect, however.

The American Society for Ethnohistory, during its early
years as the American Indian Ethnohistorical Conference,
began publication of the journal Ethnohistory in 1954 and
those of us doing research for Native American claims
against the United States government found a degree of com-
radeship despite any differences of opinion. I suspect the so-
ciety also found much of its early support from such workers,
perhaps even owing them something for its origin. It has
been, for instance, the only national level society in which I
have held office and served on committees. It did, in any case,
give professional recognition to interdisciplinary research be-
tween anthropology and history, which had been lacking de-
spite the fact that it had been practiced informally in the
Southwest for many decades. 

The publications from the third quarter of the twentieth
century that dealt specifically with captivity, slavery, and 
related topics were in large part narrative accounts. Broader
treatments of major events such as the Navajo wars, or re-
gional overviews such as histories of tribes or territories, dealt
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with customs in passing. For example, we knew then that the
Navajos had a ceremony for reintegrating their people who
escaped captivity and that the Spanish Catholic saint who
aided captives was the Santo Niño de Atocha.

In writing this book I utilized one set of records to look at
practices shared by several tribes and nations, but focused on
the Navajos and New Mexico and a time period of less than
two centuries, making comparisons to other tribal groups as
availability of data and relevance to my subject permitted.

As an old-time archaeologist, that is, before the time of so-
phisticated statistical analyses, I counted totals of data falling
into recognizable classes, and in some cases computed aver-
ages, interpreting the significance of these figures in relation
to both the cultures and histories of the peoples represented.
My conclusions were relatively straightforward and I had
hoped they might find some degree of acceptance and prove
useful to others dealing with similar subject matter.

The first edition was published as Research Reports No. 1
by the Research Section of the Parks and Recreation Depart-
ment of the Navajo Tribe (1968) and the second by Navajo
Community College Press (1985). What had been adequate
for my typology of Navajo pottery addressing only students
of Navajo archaeology and religion was not applicable to a
more fully ethnohistoric work. It was not until the 1990s that
I was aware of it being cited by others. This late start may
also have been in part due to the fact that the subjects of cap-
tivity and slavery had been seen as so insignificant that for
two decades few workers took them into consideration in any
depth, but I was left with the impression that my research for
the book had failed to impress anyone. I was to learn eventu-
ally that my work had not been in vain.

Those who brought the subjects to the fore were Ramón 
A. Gutiérrez with When Jesus Came, the Corn Mothers
Went Away: Marriage, Sexuality, and Power in New Mexico,
1500–1846 (1991); James F. Brooks with Captives & Cousins:
Slavery, Kinship, and Community in the Southwest Bor-
derlands (2002); Enrique R. Lamadrid with Hermanitos 
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Comanchitos: Indo-Hispano Rituals of Captivity and 
Redemption (2003) and, in my own field, Catherine M.
Cameron with Invisible Citizens: Captives and their Conse-
quences (2008). Authors like these are making a record of
in-depth research that is becoming a major contribution to
our better understanding of ourselves as a species, one that
can have an influence beyond that of the stories told in
Navajo hogans on winter nights and songs performed in His-
panic village dramas in New Mexico, which were among the
early beginnings of all our efforts.

Anna Walters, who was Navajo Community College Press
and James F. Brooks, president of the School for Advanced
Research, have found this work worthy of second and third
editions. With gratitude I bid all young scholars, writers, 
curators, teachers, and artists who wish to continue the search
for and dissemination of knowledge of ourselves—the most
complex life form on our planet—have at it and may our col-
lective efforts help bring about a time when all those who
leave their natal societies to spend time among peoples of dif-
fering ways of life be able to do so willingly. 

David M. Brugge
Albuquerque, NM
February 2010
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